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Synopsis 

Diamond tools are subjected to excessive tool wear when used for the cutting of ferrous 

materials. The diamond tool wear is chemical in nature and is affected by the tool-workpiece 

combinations and cutting conditions. Graphitization is considered as main cause for the 

diamond tool wear. Modulation Assisted Machining (MAM) is one of the methods, used for 

mitigation of diamond graphitization wear process. To understand the problem, a 

methodology was developed to calculate the tool tip temperature and cutting forces generated 

during machining process to achieve the tool wear rate during diamond cutting of hardened 

steel. A Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model was prepared to simulate the tool wear for 

single crystal diamond tool. For this tool wear model was given work material- tool 

combination, numerical simulation was used to find out the temperature at the tool tip. The 

tool tip temperature values were used with an Arrhenius tool wear model selected from the 

literature. The wear model was validated with experimental values obtained from literature 

against tool wear and cutting forces. This validated model was later used for optimization of 

the cutting parameter during elliptical cutting process. For the parameter optimization process 

various FEA simulations were conducted with different process parameters like cutting 

velocity, cutting frequency, amplitude of ellipse etc. The tool wear was calculated for those 

all cases and the effect of contact time on tool wear was studied.  



 

 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Diamond Tools are widely used to machine metals, ceramics, plastics, composites etc. The 

industrial need of miniaturization has also improved Diamond Tools and Ultra Precision 

Machining (UPM) performance in the fields of optics, biotechnology, medicine, electronics, 

nuclear and communications.  However, in case of conventional-machining of ferrous metals, 

diamond tools are subjected to high wear which subsequently leads to surface deterioration 

and rapid tool wear. Thus, the applicability of diamond cutting for the machining of ferrous 

materials is greatly restricted by the short diamond tool life due to the high tool wear rate. 

Diamond tool wear can have various wear mechanisms namely adhesive, abrasive, 

graphitization, diffusion, carbide formation, oxidation wear etc. To mitigate/eradicate the 

effect of tool wear, especially during machining of ferrous metals, approaches like cryogenic 

turning, inert gas environment cutting, protective coatings, Modulation Assisted Machining 

(MAM), ion implantation etc. have been tested. Among these methods, Modulation Assisted 

Machining has been found to be the most promising technique for industry in terms of 

economical machine setup and long diamond tool life. 

Diamond Tool Wear (DTW) mechanisms, broadly, can be classified into mechanical, 

physical and chemical wear. Mechanical wear includes abrasive wear, fatigue and adhesive 

wear generally dominant in case of non-ferrous metal cutting. Physical wear involves thermo-

chemical wear, anisotropy and defects in the crystal structure of diamond tool. Chemical 

wear covers chemical reaction, graphitization, amorphization, and diffusion, which becomes 

ddominant in case of ferrous metal cutting with diamond tool. With a diamond tool, it is easy 

to achieve submicron surface roughness while cutting nonferrous materials such as 

aluminum, copper alloy, electroless nickel, and acrylic plastics. The combination of ultra-

precision machine tool and ultra-sharp cutting tools make it possible to remove material from 

the work piece with very small „Unit Material Removal‟ (UMR). The ratio of the uncut chip 

thickness to the cutting-edge radius plays a vital role in UPM. As the UMR is very small in 

Diamond Turning Machining (DTM), the corresponding uncut chip thickness also becomes 

very small, typically in the order of few microns. 
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This necessitates requirement of a Single Crystal Diamond (SCD) tool which can confirm a 

very sharp cutting edge for a long period of time during machining [1].  A diamond turn 

machine possesses merits like vibration isolation, constant temperature control, and high 

stiffness in both radial and axial direction for all axes. Its high sliding accuracy, assembly 

accuracy, positioning and repositioning accuracy, high precision tool and high servo 

performance, precise feedback and programming resolution helps it to generate submicron 

surface roughness [1]. 

The DTW while cutting a non- ferrous material is generally governed by mechanical-type 

wear namely abrasive and adhesive wear. Since the hardness of diamond tool is quite high as 

compare to non-ferrous materials, the mechanical tool wear rate becomes quite low. As a 

result, diamond tool can last for a cutting distance of a few hundred kilometers during cutting 

of a non-ferrous material. 

During the cutting of ferrous metals with the diamond tool, DTW proves to be an inevitable 

phenomenon because the normal metal cutting conditions like tool tip temperature and 

pressure, generally favor the chemical wear of diamond tool. As a result, diamond tools are 

subjected to high wear within a very short cutting distance, which subsequently downgrades 

the machined surface quality.  For example, the DTW rate in turning of mild steel is 10
4
 

times faster than in turning brass of comparable hardness. This chemical wear may take place 

through carbon–oxygen, carbon–metal or metal–carbon–oxygen complexes, graphitization 

(sp
3
 diamond changes into sp

2
 graphite form) or diffusion wear (Carbon atoms from diamond 

diffuse into material vacancies). Graphitization is considered as the precursor of DTW.  

DTW is influenced by cutting conditions (mainly temperature) generated at the tip of 

diamond tool, workpiece material, cutting fluid and the gaseous environment in which metal 

cutting is performed. The rate of chemical wear is strongly associated with the workpiece 

material and mainly accelerated by high temperatures and pressures produced at the interface 

between diamond tool and workpiece. Catalytic action of workpiece, activity of the clean 

surface and gaseous environment also influence the wear rate. Metals having unpaired d-

electrons show high tool wear rate of diamond tools due to their high chemical affinity 

towards carbon-atoms. 
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The measurement of DTW can directly be accomplished by optical measurement, Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM), and Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). They are considered as 

an efficient means to estimate tool wear lands, tool wear features, and tool wear mechanisms. 

Optical microscope (OM) is the most direct, simplest and convenient method for detecting 

DTW features through optical amplification. 

In MAM, the motion of the tool is modulated by imposing ultrasonic vibrations on the 

diamond tool machining the workpiece. These modulations/vibrations can be imposed in 

three different directions namely, principal or cutting direction, thrust direction, and feed 

direction. MAM is an intermittent metal removal technique which ensures the disengagement 

of tool tip with the workpiece during each cutting cycle. In elliptical-MAM, the modulated 

tool tip locus (combination of elliptical motion and liner cutting motion) generates the 

finished surface. During each cycle, in the beginning of cutting tool tip comes into contact 

with workpiece. The tool vibrated elliptically starts to cut. During tool tip and workpiece 

contact interval, ultrasonic elliptical vibration cutting takes place. In the end of cutting cycle 

tool is separated from the workpiece and in the next cycle the same modulated-cutting cycle 

repeats itself. 

MAM helps to suppress DTW, especially chemical wear, during the cutting of ferrous metals. 

It is theorized that by ensuring low cutting temperature (due to better heat dissipation during 

disengagement of tool and workpiece) and by reducing contact time between diamond tool 

and workpiece the rate of chemical wear reduces which in turn reduces DTW.  

1.1 Background  

There is still a lack of understanding about graphitization, oxidation and diffusion 

phenomenon in cutting process of ferrous metals; especially in case of hardened steels. In 

order to better understand the tool wear phenomenon‟s, the chemical wear mechanisms are to 

be researched thoroughly and their comprehensible wear mechanisms are needed to be 

verified. The effectiveness of the MAM for reducing the tool wear in case of hardened steels 

is still to be explored to give an accurate prediction of optimum parameters for the cutting 

process. 
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1.2 Objective 

The objectives of this research work are   

 Developing a methodology to calculate the tool tip temperature generated during 

machining process to achieve the tool wear rate during diamond cutting of hardened 

steel. 

 Developing a FEA model to predict diamond tool wear in elliptical cutting. 

 Finding out the effect of contact time on the diamond tool wear in elliptical cutting. 

1.3 Scope of work 

 Numerical simulation, tool wear calculations and tool wear prediction of single crystal 

diamond tool while modulation assisted machining of hardened steel. 

 Validation of  FEA model for tool wear  

 Optimization of process parameters. 

1.4 Organization of thesis 

Chapter-1 gives the background and relevance of this research work and the complexities 

involved. In Chapter-2, the detailed literature survey was carried out in the areas of interest 

and identifies the gap areas and the scope of this research work. Chapter-3 gives the details of 

the Numerical simulation carried out on the given work piece material and tool material to 

determine the temperature and cutting forces at the tool tip for conventional cutting. The 

Arrhenius tool wear coefficients are selected from the literature to validate the wear model 

with the numerical simulation for conventional cutting. This Conventional cutting wear 

model is further used for elliptical cutting simulations.Chapter-4 provides insights about 

elliptical cutting process. The FEA modeling of tool tip temperature and cutting forces is 

conducted for elliptical cutting process. The FEA model for elliptical cutting is validated with 

literature values on the basis of tool wear and cutting forces. In Chapter-5, the validated FEA 

model for elliptical cutting and forces is used in this chapter to find a relation between tool 

wear and contact time. A number of FEA simulations are conducted for better visualization 

of the effect of contact time on tool wear.Chapter-6 gives the important conclusions form this 

study and future work that provide the scope for the subsequent research in this field 

 



 

 

Chapter 2 

Literature survey 

2.1 Introduction 

Tool wear has large influence on economics of machining operation, also its direct effect can 

be seen on from accuracy and surface roughness of surface generated. Various factor governs 

tool wear, thus the knowledge of tool wear mechanism and capability of predicting tool life 

are important and necessary in metal cutting. Since tool wear in cutting operation involves 

complex wear mechanism, earlier attempt has been made to directly relate tool life to the 

applied machining parameters (cutting speed, feed, etc.). Taylor's tool life equation is of this 

type. Nowadays different models describing the diamond tool wears are proposed. To 

describe the diamond tool wear phenomena a thorough understanding of different wear 

mechanism is mandatory.  Based on the knowledge of wear mechanism associated with tool 

and work piece material and range of cutting condition suitable wear rate model can be 

chosen. Tool wear can be estimated with the help of temperature and stresses on tool tip as 

predicted by numerical simulation.  

2.2 Diamond tool and its characteristics 

 Generally, diamonds tools are used for cutting ultra-precision components due high surface 

accuracy and very low surface roughness. In the cutting process diamonds used as a cutting 

tool in precision machining are of two types‟ natural diamonds and synthetic diamonds. 

Natural Diamonds possess slightly better properties over synthetic diamonds but have 

significant differences in their physical, mechanical and chemical properties. These 

differences occur due to impurities and internal defects present in the diamond. Synthetic 

single crystal diamonds are grown in a laboratory from a small diamond seed. Most synthetic 

diamonds are yellow in color due to higher nitrogen content and trace amounts of left-over 

metal catalysts from manufacturing. 
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Single crystal diamond has anisotropic properties owing to the discrete spatial arrangement of 

atoms. This anisotropic crystallographic orientation causes different mechanical properties in 

different directions within a single crystal diamond. For diamond tools, the (111), (110), and 

(100) crystallographic planes are the most commonly used due to their desired optimal 

characteristic like lower wear rate, lower friction and hardness/softness nature against 

abrasion wear. 

In diamond turn machining, the friction between the tool and workpiece generally relies on 

the work piece material, temperature and deformation generated at the work piece and tool 

interface. It was  summarized that the friction coefficient μ of diamond is anisotropic and 

extremely low, in the range of 0.05 to 0.15 [2]. 

2.3 Diamond tool wear mechanism 

Diamond Tool Wear (DTW) is influenced by a wide variety of factors, such as cutting 

conditions, diamond tool performances, work piece materials, cutting fluids, and gaseous 

environment. The chemical wear mechanism is the dominant tool wear mechanism during 

ferrous material cutting and the work piece material is the deterministic factor in the tool 

wear rate. The chemical wear is mainly governed by high temperatures produced at the 

interface between diamond tool and work piece, pressures on the diamond surface, catalytic 

action of work piece, gaseous environment, cooling/lubricating, and activity of the clean 

surface. Diamond is stable and inert at ambient conditions to most of the metals with/without 

unpaid d- electrons. During cutting process as the temperature rises, thermal erosion of 

diamond starts carbon solubility, graphitization, oxidization in oxygen, and chemical reaction 

with other elements such as Fe Ti, and Si. DTW may appear in any one or combined tool 

wear forms of flank wear, crater wear, notch wear, nose wear, chipping, groove and fracture. 

2.3.1 Graphitization wear 

In cutting steel or iron, carbon atoms in the diamond tool graphitizes and this thin graphite 

film may be scrapped off by the hard particles in the work piece, which causes excessive tool 

wear during cutting of ferrous metals. Diamond and graphite are the two allotropes of carbon. 

Diamond is metastable. Graphitization occurs when carbon atoms in the diamond lattice 

revert to the stable graphite form. The un-catalyzed, graphitization process is exceedingly 

slow, because atoms must be pulled out from their tightly interlocked sp
3
 hybrid orbitals. 
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Diamond, consists of tetrahedral crystal structure and for graphite, the crystal structure is 

hexagonal. Under the suitable temperature and pressure conditions, diamond get transformed 

into graphite as the graphitic from is more stable under these cutting conditions [3, 4]. It was 

observed that the DTW rate is very high by diamond graphitization while machining of steel 

[5]. The newly generated clean surface from the machining of work piece activates the 

graphitization at much lower temperatures. They also observed that the tool wear rate is 

independent of atmospheric pressure. The researcher introduced that the diamond 

graphitization may occur at relatively low temperatures (650– 750 °C) due to desorption of 

chemisorbed hydrogen [6]. It was observed that there is the minimum shear stress required to 

initiate the diamond graphitization [7]. This value of stress observed was near about of 80–

100 GPa. A molecular dynamics model of nanometric cutting pure iron with single crystal 

diamond tool was made to indicate the essential process of graphitization wear [8]. The 

results of simulation analysis and experimental detection on diamond worn surface showed 

the catalytic effect of iron atoms on crystal structure transformation from diamond to 

graphite. The author  reported that the energy barriers for diamond to graphite conversion 

under normal conditions are very high and the process is forbidden in the normal operating 

conditions [10]. Although, the graphitization may be initiated in the presence of the metal 

catalyst under normal operating conditions by providing a lower activation energy path for 

the forward reaction. He also noted that diffusion follows Fick‟s law and graphitization 

follows the Arrhenius law. The model has been successfully applied to predicting 

conventional tool wear.  

                                                   

(a)                                                         (b)  

Fig. 2.1 MD simulation showing (a) worn cutting edge and (b) carbon atoms undergo 

graphitization at tool tip due to high temperature and pressure [9] 
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2.3.2 Diffusion wear 

The diffusion wear in the diamond tool is caused by high temperature and high pressure and 

the diffused carbon atom can form interstitial or substitutional solid solutions of carbon in 

work piece material. Carbon solute atom generally occupy on the interstitial site of iron 

solvent atom due to the diameter of carbon atom is far less than the diameter of iron atom. 

The interstitial diffusion process of carbon atoms penetrating into iron lattice is illustrated in 

Fig. 2.2. 

(a)                                                          (b)  

Fig. 2.2 (a) Carbon atoms diffusion in iron lattice (b) The directions of diffusion form tool 

tip to workpiece [9] 

Researchers  found that the cutting temperature affects the diffusion in cutting ferrous metals 

[11]. The fact that the diffusion increases with rising temperature along with experimental 

results suggests that diamond diffusion in machining ferrous metals is a crucial factor leading 

to DTW. the tool wear was predicted with a quantitative equation based on Fick‟s law, 

showing that diffusion tool wear obeys‟ Fick‟s law of diffusion where the temperatures are 

under the assumption of 560 °C for Fe and 600 °C for Ni [12].  

2.3.3 Oxidation wear 

In the ultra-precision cutting ferrous metals with diamond tool, carbon monoxide and carbon 

dioxide are generated at cutting interface by chemical reactions, which is attributed to the 

severe plastic deformation and high temperature. Some metallic oxides are also produced on 

machined surface at elevated temperature due to have a variety of oxidation process caused 

by two unsaturated electronic configurations of iron atom. These iron oxides get deoxidized 
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by the strong reducing agent under certain conditions and a series of oxidation-reduction 

reactions occurs at cutting interface which eventually results in oxidation wear of the 

diamond tool [13]. 

2.3.4 Fatigue wear 

Fatigue tool failure is a mechanical type tool wear and it may occur with any tool and work 

piece material combination in the appropriate machining conditions. Fatigue failure may lead 

to chipping and cracking of the tool tip.  

2.3.5 Adhesion wear 

Adhesion wear occurs by intermolecular attraction forces when diamond atoms comes in 

contact with workpiece surface and slides on the surface of workpiece. Adhesive wear 

mechanism proceeds at low cutting temperatures. Adhesion wear is totally different from 

abrasion wear as it looks as though some diamond materials are torn off from the tool 

surface, whose surface patterns are concavo-convex and rough. 

2.4 Diamond tool wear effects 

The single-crystal diamond tool has been employed for UPM due to its excellent 

performances. A worn diamond tool is still a rigid body that imprints its geometry on the 

machined surface to influence surface roughness and form accuracy and causes the loss of the 

original profile accuracy. Micro/nanometric wear can make a significant impact on surface 

roughness.  

A blunt tool will cause cutting forces, especially thrust forces, to increase greatly. The 

increased cutting forces increase cutting temperature and pressure to promote DTW. Hence 

DTW and increased cutting forces are mutually promoted by each other. Due to blunt tool 

edge the cutting mode changes from cutting to ploughing. Ultimately, the loss of the original 

cutting edge accuracy and the consequent fluctuation in cutting forces will degrade 

machining accuracy. Increased cutting forces, also promote undesirable vibrations (chatter) 

and ductile–brittle transition, in the cutting process, which further worsens surface quality 

and shortens tool life.  
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2.5 Diamond tool wear controlling 

Various diamond tool wear controlling methods with related literatures are described below: 

2.5.1 Modulation assisted machining 

DTW can be reduced by several orders of magnitude and mirror-quality surface can be 

obtained by using elliptical vibration cutting [14]. In the study [15,16] researchers  developed 

a 1D ultrasonic vibration-assisted system for Ultra Precision Diamond Turning (UPDT) of 

hardened steel, which extends tool life significantly with 4-μm flank wear after a cutting 

distance of 1600 m. They also carried out 2D ultrasonic vibration cutting during UPDT of 

steel and found that (i) in normal cutting, tool life is very short; (ii) in 2D ultrasonic vibration, 

cutting forces and surface roughness increase slowly, indicating a low DTW rate, compared 

with 1D ultrasonic vibration cutting; and (iii) the critical cutting distance in 2D ultrasonic 

vibration cutting is up to 2000 m, whereas in 1D ultrasonic cutting, it is only about 1000 m. It 

is  stated that ultrasonic vibration cutting yields a reduction of DTW of about two orders of 

magnitude and diamond tool wear reduction shows the nonlinear relationship with the 

reduction of effective cutting time/contact time[17].  Researchers [18, 19] found that tool 

wear in elliptical vibration cutting was less than in ordinary cutting. In his further findings he 

concluded that in ultrasonic vibration cutting of tungsten-based alloy, increasing the vibration 

frequency reduces the diamond tool wear. The effect of increasing the vibration amplitude 

was also similar and it also reduces tool wear. The author  reported that the thrust cutting 

forces generated in the elliptical vibration cutting are much lesser as compared to the 

conventional ultrasonic vibration cutting and ordinary cutting due to the separating 

characteristic and the reverse characteristic of the frictional force direction between the rake 

face of the tool and the chip [20]. The author  investigated the effects of the tool nose radius 

on ultrasonic elliptical vibration cutting in terms of cutting forces, tool wear and surface 

finish [21]. The experiments showed that 0.6 mm nose radius performs remarkably better 

when compared to lower and higher nose radius.  It was  found that low vibration amplitude 

(<4 μm) and low cutting speeds (<20 m/min) are usually preferred to achieve mirror surface 

finish [22]. The kinematics of uniaxial ultrasonic-assisted diamond turning hardened steel 

was studied and pointed out that by increasing the frequency from 40 to 60 kHz, high-quality 

surfaces and stable cutting process can be obtained [23]. Later, they [24, 25]increased the 
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frequency to 80 kHz and obtained optical surface roughness Ra< 10 nm and a shape accuracy 

below 300 nm with no clear tool wear. 

Researchers  developed a 2D finite element model, they found that the cutting forces are 

directly and significantly affected by the vibration amplitude and the cutting speed, while the 

resultant temperatures are mostly affected by the cutting speed and not significantly affected 

by the vibration amplitude [27]. The authors  used fly-cutting or milling to control the contact 

time between the diamond tool and the steel in one cutting cycle by changing the cutting 

speed and cutting length in each cutting cycle and found that the wear of diamond tool was 

highly dependent on the tool–workpiece contact time regardless of the cutting speed and can 

be significantly reduced by decreasing the contact time to less than 0.3 ms [28]. 

                          

Fig. 2.3 The variation of maximum tool tip temperature, cutting and thrust forces during a 

cycle of modulation assisted machining (modulation frequency: 10 kHz) of AISI 1118 Steel 

[26] 

A precision vibration-assisted micro engraving system was developed by the integration of 

Fast Tool Servo (FTS) and ultrasonic elliptical vibration system, which can obtain a good 

quality of micro-V grooves and reduce cutting force by about 60 % compared with traditional 

removal process without ultrasonic vibration [29]. 
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2.5.2 Cooling and lubrication of the tool  

Cooling plays an important role in decreasing cutting temperatures and surface roughness and 

prolonging tool life. Since the chemical reaction rate causing tool wear increases 

exponentially with temperature. Hence, chemical DTW may be retarded significantly in 

cryogenic machining.  The liquid nitrogen was used in machining steel and found that DTW 

can be reduced by at least one order of magnitude [30]. However, it was impractical since it 

is difficult to produce high-precision parts due to severe temperature gradients [31]. 

2.5.3 Protective coatings on the workpiece 

Diamond tool coating is also one means of improving tool performances by preventing the 

direct contact between diamond tool and work piece to extend diamond tool life. The 

researchers proposed a protective barrier made of perfluoropolyether polymer to protect 

diamond tools in the machining of titanium [32].  However, the edge radius of diamond tools 

will become larger after coating, which is not suitable for high-precision components 

2.5.4 Gaseous environment for cutting  

The cutting steel in carbon-saturated atmosphere and argon atmosphere results in decreased 

DTW compared to air, because the gaseous oxygen is prevented from reaching the cutting 

surface and catalyzing wear reaction [33, 34]. The results were in good agreement with the 

finding which shows that reduced oxygen effectively suppresses the diamond tool wear.  

2.5.5 Work piece surface modification 

Workpiece modification involves changing the physical and/or chemical behaviors of the 

machined workpiece. Since it brings down the original properties of the work piece material 

but it can only be used where work piece material properties alteration can be tolerated. 

Researchers applied surface modification on the steel and noted that nitrided steel can be 

diamond turned without excessive DTW [35].  The  plasma nitriding treatment was 

conducted in cutting die steel, which in result reduced the DTW by several orders of 

magnitude and also produced mirror-quality surfaces finish [36]. 
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2.6 Tool wear models 

2.6.1 Tailor model  

In conventional cutting, Taylor‟s equation and its modified/ extended equation have been 

successfully used to predict tool wear/tool life [37. . In the Taylor equation, the coefficients 

can be calculated and obtained based on a series of experiments. This empirical method is 

simple and easy to perform and predicts tool wear before machining. Taylor‟s basic equation: 

                             (2.1) 

C and n are experimentally determined and currently available from many reference sources. 

T is the tool life; V is cutting velocity. Taylor‟s extended equation: 

                       
     )                         (2.2) 

All constants (C2, p, q and r) are experimentally determined. T is the tool life, V is cutting 

velocity, f is cutting feed and d is depth of cut. 

2.6.2 Archard model/Abrasive wear model  

Archard derived tool wear law representing contact and rubbing of flat surfaces which shows 

the abrasive wear of the tool [38.The worn volume (V) described by the Archard Wear Law 

for abrasive wear depends on sliding distance (ds), which is the same as the cutting distance. 

Since the wear on a diamond tool occurs primarily on the flank face, the average flank force 

(  ) is used as the acting normal force in the Archard wear formulation.  

                             (2.3) 

   is the 2D worn area and w is the tool worn width [39]. 

2.6.3 Arrhenius Model/Graphitization model  

Many researchers have proposed wear models that relate tool wear to temperature in 

Arrhenius type equation [26. . The tool wear equation can be written either of the 

interchangeable forms describing wear /time: 
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     (

   

  
)               (2.4) 

Where W is worn volume, Ea is the activation energy, A is the pre-exponential constant, vs is 

the sliding speed of a tool against a workpiece, R is the universal gas constant and T is the 

tool tip temperature. 

The above equation can be written in the wear /distance form also as follows: 

  

  
  

 

  
   (

   

  
)                (2.5) 

2.7 Numerical simulation of cutting 

Cutting simulations are widely used to study and predict behavior of various materials under 

different cutting conditions with combinations of different tool geometries. 2D (orthogonal) 

and 3D (oblique) simulations are performed using various numerical methods. Finite Element 

Method (FEM) is the most common method to simulate cutting. The researchers conducted 

orthogonal cutting experiments and a simulation analysis of ultrasonic elliptical vibration 

cutting to find out the effect of upward friction force on the chip morphology [41]. Arrhenius 

wear model was used to predict the diamond tool wear in elliptical cutting process. 

Experiments were conducted over wide range of cutting speeds on the AISI 1215 steel to 

evaluate the activation energy for the material lying between 25 kJ/mol and 29.3 kJ/mol. The 

tool tip temperature generated from the FEA modelling of the process was used as input 

parameter for tool wear model [42]. A numerical simulation technique was developed to 

evaluate the tool temperature and normal stress acting on the wear surface. It is demonstrated 

that tool wear is attributed to the abrasive wear mechanism, but the effect of the adhesion 

wear mechanism is minor in nano-groove machining [43]. 

2.7.1 Material constitutive model 

One of the most important subjects in metal cutting simulation is modeling flow stress of 

work piece material properly in order to obtain true results. Flow stress is an instantaneous 

yield stress and it depends on strain, strain rate and temperature and represented by 

mathematical forms of constitutive equations. 
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2.7.2 G.R. Johnson & W.H. Cook  

This research describes material behaviors undertaking large strains, high strain rate and 

temperatures [44]. It calculates the flow stress of work material with the product of strain, 

strain rate and temperature effects that are individually determined as 

Johnson-Cook hardening is a type of isotropic hardening where the static yield stress    is 

assumed to be of the form  

           ̇  )  [     ][        ̇][     ) ]            (2.6) 

Where   is the equivalent plastic strain, which is calculated in dependence of the strain 

tensor,  ̇its time derivative, the plastic strain-rate, and A the material yield stress. B and n are 

strain hardening parameters, C a strain rate parameter, and m a temperature coefficient. 

The normalized strain rate and temperature are defined as:  

 

  ̇   
 ̇

  ̇
                          (2.7) 

    
     )

      )
                          (2.8) 

where   ̇  is a user-defined plastic strain rate,    the reference temperature, and    the 

reference melting temperature. 

2.7.3 Oxley Material Model  

Oxley [44] used power law to represent material flow stress for carbon steel as σ=σ1εn where, 

σ & ε are flow stress and strain σ1 is material flow stress at ε=1, n is the strain hardening 

exponent further σ1 & n depend on velocity modified temperature (Tmod.) 

               
 ̇

  ̇
))                 (2.9) 

Where   & ε o are work piece material constant. 
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2.7.4 Zerilli and Armstrong Material Model  

Two micro- structurally based constitutive equations were developed [44]. They worked on 

face-centred cubic and body-centred cubic metals to analyse their temperature and high strain 

rate responds and noticed a significant difference between these materials. Therefore, they 

developed two distinct models. The constitutive equation for BCC metals can be written as 

follows 

         
            

 ̇

 ̇ 
)
    

              (2.10) 

Flow stress for FCC metals is defined as 

         
     

            
 ̇

 ̇ 
)
            (2.11) 

In these equations, Co is component of stress that accounts for dislocation density on the flow 

stress, C1 – C5, n are material constants and T is the absolute temperature. In equation 2.5 it is 

assumed that the strain dependence on flow stress is not affected by strain rate and 

temperature while it is opposite in equation 2.9. 

2.8 Gap areas 

Mechanism of MAM on hardened steel is not well researched and published. The effect of 

MAM parameters on tool wear of SCD while machining hardened steel is not well 

investigated. Effects of MAM on the surface finish are not well understood. Effects of MAM 

on residual stresses are not studied and the effect of contact time on the tool wear is not well 

studied.  



 

 

Chapter 3 

FEA modeling and validation of tool wear for 

conventional cutting 

3.1 Introduction 

For this modelling and subsequently simulation of orthogonal metal cutting of hardened steel as 

work-piece and Single Crystal Diamond (SCD) as cutting tool, a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) 

was used. The work material is hardened steel and its flow stress is modelled as a function of 

strain, strain rate, temperature to reflect realistic behaviour. The entire cutting process is 

discretized into many small-time increments and in every small-time increment, dynamic and 

thermal analysis procedures based on the implementation of an explicit integration rule were 

carried out (coupled temperature- displacement analysis). The wear model obtained from 

literature requires machining parameter viz. temperature at the tool tip as input for calculation of 

tool wear rate. The tool tip temperature is evaluated with the FEA model for the prediction of the 

tool wear.  

3.2 Formulation of numerical model 

Diamond turning is a complex operation and modelling its real behaviour is very difficult i.e. 

taking into account the entire factor at same time following assumptions are made in this analysis. 

i. The motive of first assumption is to simplify 3D machining to 2D orthogonal 

machining as shown in Fig. 3.1. It is reasonable because the depth of cut (DOC) of the 

micro scale cutting is very small; deformation zone is very small as compared to tool 

and work-piece size, sometimes only several microns. Under these conditions oblique 

angle 3D cutting process has very little effect and can be ignored and depth of cut can 

be taken as constant. Therefore, depth of cut in 3D is represented by uncut chip 

thickness in 2D.  

ii. Material strengthening effect due to micro-scale cutting has been neglected. Flow 

stress is taken as independent of scale variable. Only strain, strain rate and 

temperature effects are taken for material modeling. 
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Fig. 3.1 Equivalent 2D model 

iii. A Plain strain condition was assumed. 

The present work focus on 2D FE modeling of chip formation based on orthogonal cutting, 

although two-dimensional approach is restrictive approach from practical view point but it 

reduces computational time and provide satisfactory result regarding chip formation. 

The geometric model, meshing and boundary condition are defined later in this chapter. 

Work-piece is constrained in X & Y direction and tool is given velocity in -X direction. A 

chip separation criterion is critical issue in simulation process. In this regard chip separation 

is visualized with ductile damage model. During solving process, when equivalent plastic 

strain exceeds critical value damage, an initiation criterion is met. Once the element satisfies 

damage initiation criteria, it is assumed that progressive degradation of material stiffness 

occurs, leading to material failure based on damage evolution. The flow chart is described in 

Fig. 3.1 

3.3 Material constitutive model 

One of the most important subjects in metal cutting simulation is modeling flow stress of 

work piece material properly in order to obtain true results. Among others, the most widely 

used one in metal cutting simulations is Johnson-Cook material constitutive model is a 

particular type of Misses plasticity model with analytical forms of the hardening law and rate 

dependence and is suitable for high strain rate deformation of many materials, including most 
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Fig. 3.2 Flow chart for numerical simulation 

metals and is typically used in adiabatic transient dynamic simulation and can be used in 

conjunction with Johnson Cook dynamic failure model. The material used in this study is 

AISI 1045 and its JC material parameter is shown in the table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 J-C parameter for AISI 1045 [46] 

A(MPa) B(MPa) C n m   ̇[ 
  ]    ( C)    ( C) 

533 600 0.0134 0.234 1.0 0.001 1460 20 
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The Johnson-Cook dynamic failure model is based on the value of the equivalent plastic strain at 

element integration points; failure is assumed to occur when the damage parameter exceeds 1.  

Table 3.2 Johnson-Cook Damage coefficients [46] 

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5  ̇[s-1
] 

0.05 4.22 -2.73 0.0018 0.55 1 

During machining heat is generated in primary shear deformation zone due to severe plastic 

deformation and in secondary zone due to both plastic deformation and friction in tool chip 

interface. Frictional work conversion factor considered as 1.0. The value of the fraction of the 

thermal energy conducted into the chip may vary within a range, say, 0.35 to 1 in the present 

work, 0.5 has been taken for all. It is applicable only to adiabatic thermal-stress analysis, 

fully coupled temperature-displacement analysis.  

3.4 Details of modeling and simulation 

A 2D orthogonal explicit thermo-mechanical model is being developed in FEA analysis. In 

present study both cutting tool and work-piece are considered as 2D deformable bodies. The 

tool has 0  rake angles, 6  clearance angles and 200 nanometer nose radiuses. Tool material 

was selected as Single Crystal Diamond (SCD), Thermal and mechanical properties of SCD 

are given in the Table.3.2. Since the temperature rise during micron and submicron diamond 

cutting is less so the properties can be taken as constant with respect to temperature.    

Table 3.3 Tool Material Parameters 

Parameter (units) Description Value 

E (GPa) Young‟s Modulus 1210 

   (Kg/mm3) Density 3.52×1e-6 

  Poisson‟s ratio 0.22 

   (joule/(Kg-K)) Specific heat 520 

K (watt/(m-K)) Thermal conductivity 2000 

 [μm/(m°C)] Thermal expansion 0.7 
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The mechanical and physical properties of the AISI 1045 steel [46] are shown in the table 

3.4. 

Table 3.4 AISI 1045 properties 

Parameter (units) Description Value 

E (GPa) Young‟s Modulus 200 

 (Kg/m3) Density 7800 

  Poisson‟s ratio 0.3 

   (joule/(Kg-K)) Specific heat 486 

K (watt/(m-K)) Thermal conductivity 49.8 

 [μm/(m°C)] Thermal expansion 11.5 

   [°C] Melting temperature 1460 

 

3.5 Meshing of tool and workpiece 

Finite element mesh of work piece is modeled using and total number of element is 43264 

with 5600 as a 4 nodded linear quadrilateral element of coupled temperature displacement for 

chip formation. The work piece is created at 1.0 mm long and 0.5 mm high compare to 

microns of chip size therefore the predicted results are not sensitive to the displacement 

boundary conditions and steady state can be reached. Mesh of deformation zone is modeled 

very dense. Finite element mesh of tool is modeled using 253 elements out of which 245 

linear quadrilateral elements of coupled temperature displacement and 8 linear triangular 

elements for the analysis. The distribution of mesh on tool is not uniform. Mesh density of 

tool tip and a part of rake face are modeled high with using free meshing technique and 

differential number of seeds is given, to obtain more accurate temperature distribution results 

as shown in Fig. 3.3 in order to reduce calculation time and obtain more accurate results. As 

the large deformation and deformation rate in the workpiece are involved in the cutting 

process, arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formulation with the advancing front 

algorithm is used to provide the mesh distortion control in every analysis increment to avoid 

excessive mesh distortion.  
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Fig. 3.3 Meshed Workpiece and tool  

3.6 Properties of mating surfaces 

The interaction between contacting body is defined by assigning a contact property; it defines 

tangential behavior (friction), conductance and normal behavior. Tangential behavior 

includes friction model that defines the force resisting the relative tangential motion between 

surfaces. Normal behavior includes a definition for the contact pressure–over closure 

relationship that governs the motion of the surfaces. In addition, a contact property inhibits 

information about thermal conductance, thermal radiation, thermal convection and heat 

generation due to friction. In this study, a kinematic contact algorithm has been used to 

enforce contact constraints in master–slave contact pair, where rake surface of the cutting tool 

is defined as the master surface and chip as the slave (node-based) surface. Both the frictional 

conditions and the friction-generated heat are included in the kinematic contact algorithm 

through tangential behavior and gap heat generation modules of the software. Based on 

commonly used coulomb‟s law mean friction coefficient is taken as 0.2. Further convective 

heat loss to environment is given by defining thermal film coefficient as 10 and ambient 

temperature is taken as 293K. 

In this study coupled- temperature displacement explicit dynamic analysis is used. A thermo 

mechanical analysis is a nonlinear calculation in which the displacements and temperatures 
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are simultaneously solved. In this way the reciprocal action of the temperature on the 

displacements and the displacements on the temperature can be taken into account. In this 

module associated output request can also be created. An output request contains information 

regarding which variable will be obtained as output.  

3.7 Results 

During cutting, work-piece material undergoes severe plastic deformation in primary shear 

zone which acts as the main source of heat generation in the tool along with friction. The 

material in the chip underside deforms plastically under the pressure and friction of the 

cutting tool face. Higher plastic strain causes higher temperature generation in the primary 

shear zone as compared to the other part of the chip. This heat along with the heat generated 

due to friction between tool rake face and chip, gets transferred to the tool tip and rises its 

temperature. Under steady state condition the heat coming and going out of the tool becomes 

almost stable and provide a steady state temperature to the tool tip. This steady state 

temperature at the tool tip depends upon the process parameters like cutting velocity, depth of 

cut, feed rate, coolant etc. Here in the simulation temperature profile variation are caused by 

the two main parameters defining tool tip temperature namely cutting velocity and depth of 

cut of the process. The Fig. 3.4 shows temperature profile generated during conventional 

cutting with 1 micron depth of cut. 

3.7.1 Tool tip temperature profile for different depth of cut and cutting velocities 

Temperature at tool tip varies with depth of cut and cutting velocity of the process. The Fig. 

3.5 shows the variation in the steady state temperature generated for some cutting velocity 

and depth of cut combinations. The fluctuations in the temperature during steady state are 

caused by the finite size of the mesh of the work piece. Since the work piece elements have 

some finite size and the heat is generated when each element is sheared during metal cutting 

process, some amount of heat is added to the tool during each step of simulation which rises 

its temperature. On the other hand, some amount of heat is transferred to the atmosphere due 

to applied boundary conditions which reduces the tool tip temperature. Under steady state this 

ups and down in the heat flux causes temperature rise in the periodic manner. 
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Fig. (a)                                                       Fig. (b) 

Fig. 3.4 Temperature contours for AISI 1045 steel cutting with SCD for 1 μm depth of 

cut, 1 m/s simulation results (a) for whole model (b) for tool tip. 

But as the mesh elements becomes non uniform in size after deformation in the shear zone 

some random factor of the temperature is added to the periodic fluctuation in the tool tip 

temperature. The overall tool temperature profile fluctuations of the tool are caused by these 

two factors and should become almost negligible when mesh size is reduced to approx. zero 

value. Generally mesh elements size is limited by the computation time and acceptable vales 

of temperature generated during cutting process. The temperature generated at tool tip in 

diamond cutting process are relatively smaller as compared to ceramic and other tools due to 

very high value of thermal conductivity/ diffusivity of the diamond. Diamond has thermal 

conductivity (2000 W/m/K) of approx. forty five times higher than the steel (49W/m/K). 

3.7.2 Comparison of tool tip temperature variation for varying DOC’s and cutting 

velocities 

Eight numbers of simulations are done to show the value of the tool tip temperature generated 

for 1 and 2 microns depth of cut and 0.5, 1, 2 & 3 m/s cutting velocities. The value of the tool  

 

 

Temp. (K) 
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(a) 1micron-2m/s                                                 (b) 1.5microns-2m/s 

                                                                            

(c) 2 microns-2m/s 

Fig. 3.5 Steady state temperature during various cutting conditions for 1, 1.5 and 2 microns 

depth of cut and 2 m/s cutting velocity (a) 1micron-2m/s, (b) 1.5microns-2m/s and (c) 2 

microns-2m/s 

tip temperature taken from literature is the FEA simulation values which are used to predict 

the tool wear with the help of Arrhenius tool wear equation. Arrhenius tool wear equation 

takes the tool tip temperature values as one of the input parameter for the wear prediction The 

tool tip temperature variation with respect to different velocities is shown in the Fig. 3.6(a), 

(b) and (c). 

The Fig. 3.7 shows the rise in the tool tip temperature for diamond tool and CBN tool for 

similar cutting conditions during conventional cutting. Two points observed are mentioned 

below: 
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(a) FEA simulation comparison 1 micron DOC 

                                           
(b) FEA comparison for 1.5 microns DOC 

                                       
(c) FEA Comparision for 2 microns DOC 

Fig. 3.6 Tool tip temperature variation with tool cutting velocity (a) 1 micron,(b) 1.5 

micron and (c) 2 micron depth of cut 

i. Temperature rise in CBN tool is much higher (ΔT=157 K) as compared to diamond 

tool (ΔT=31 K), this is due to high thermal diffusivity/ conductivity value of diamond 
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compared to CBN. Diamond has thermal conductivity of 2000 W/m/K compared to 

CBN which has this value of 20 W/m/K. 

ii. The fluctuations in the tool tip temperature are much lesser in the CBN tool due to its 

low value of thermal diffusivity (6.37e-6m
2
/s) as compared to diamond tool (1.09e-

3m
2
/s). Thermal diffusivity defines the rate of transfer of heat of a material from the 

hot end to cold end. 

             
(a)  Diamond tool: 1 micron- 3m/s                      (b) Ceramic tool: 1micron-3m/s 

Fig. 3.7 Tool tip temperature rise during conventional cutting of AISI 1045 steel             

(a) Diamond tool and (b) Ceramic tool 

3.8 Literature validations of tool wear for conventional cutting 

To generate Arrhenius tool wear equation author [26] conducted multiple experiments, at 

work piece velocities ranging from 0.001 – 4 m/s. All work pieces were AISI 1215 steel 

machined from the same stock. In the low speed experiments (2-8 mm/s), work piece velocity 

was set directly by the DTM axes. Diamond tool wear was measured in an SEM using the 

Electron Beam Induced Deposition (EBID) method.  

Wear rates between zero cut distance and the first cut distance created a first rate value or 

slope. Rates between the first and second cut distance create a second slope. The two slope 

values calculated are shown in the Table 3.3. So for the literature validation of the simulated 

results, two values of Arrhenius wear constants can be proposed. The preferred value for a 

particular validation can be chosen based upon cutting distance travelled by the tool. First 

slope values were taken at starting of the experimental results (under 25m cutting distance) 

and thus predict the better results while the cutting distance is less than 25m. The second 

slope can be used for the higher cutting distances. Using the two different values of Arrhenius 

constants predicts better results than taking a mean or using same slope for all cutting speeds. 
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Table 3.5 Arrhenius‟ wear constants 

 Ea (kJ/mol) A (μm
2
/sec) 

First slope 24.95 311.1 

Second slope 29.31 330.3 

Since high and medium work piece speed experimental data were used in equation prediction 

those values cannot be used for its cross validation. Instead of that here tool wear data for low 

cutting speed is used which was not used in the equation prediction since the variation is the 

temperature was very low. The low rise in the tool tip temperature, those points would lie at 

the same x-axis location on an Arrhenius plot and not provide for determining the Arrhenius 

coefficients. Although the same data could be used to cross validate the model with 

experimental results. 

From the available experimental data 4mm/sec and 8mm/sec cutting speed experimental tool 

wear values were taken to cross validate the model. The values of the tool wear can be 

calculated by multiplying the wear rate per unit distance ( 
  

  
 ) with cutting distance. The 

above mentioned method is valid when the tool wear varies linearly with time/cutting 

distance.  

              
(a) 4 mm/s                                                                 (b) 8 mm/s 

Fig. 3.8 Simulated value of tool tip temperature with (a) 4 mm/s and (b) 8 mm/s cutting 

velocities, AISI 1045 steel and SCD diamond tool 

The tool tip temperature variation for the wear calculation form the FEA model conducted are 

shown in the Fig. 3.8 The temperature rise at these cutting values are low, this is due to very 

high thermal diffusivity of the diamond tool. 
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3.9 Tool wear prediction 

The comparison of the tool wear rate and tool wear values predicted by FEA simulation and 

Literature values of tool wear is shown in the Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 Since the cutting distance 

taken for validation is under 25m distance the first slope value is chosen for the comparison 

shown in the table 3.5.The bar charts contain simulated values from FEA model and literature 

values from experiments. Wear rate values are shown in green color and wear values in 

orange color. Wear values can be calculated by multiplying the wear rate with cutting 

distance. In the literature 5 m of cutting distance was taken after starting point for wear 

measurement, so corresponding values are shown in the Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 for cutting speed of 

8 mm/s and 4 mm/s respectively. The wear rate and wear values from the simulation can be 

compared with the corresponding literature values in each Fig.. The simulated results wear 

rate/wear (for 8 mm/s and 4 mm/s) shows variation within 30% form the literature values of 

wear rate/ wear values. 

  

Fig. 3.9 Tool wear rate and tool wear values for 8 mm/sec and 1 micron depth of cut 

values after 5m of cutting distance 
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Fig. 3.10 Tool wear rate and tool wear values for 4 mm/sec and 1 micron depth of cut 

values after 5m of cutting distance 

3.10 Cutting forces prediction 

The Cutting forces evaluated from FEA simulation were compared with the Literature cutting 

forces. Fig. 3.11 shows the cutting/principal force and thrust forces generated on the tool for 

linear cutting process with DOC 1 micron and cutting velocity 2.31m/s for the 1045 

Steel[48].  The literature values of cutting and thrust force were recorded for 1215 steel (Fig. 

B.1 from Appendix B) under same conditions; here both steel grades are taken as equivalent 

to each other. Although during experiment the value of these forces increases with cutting 

distance due to the tool wear. In both Fig. 3.11 and B.1 from Appendix B the X axis is 

different; one shows time and another cutting distance. Still the values of forces can be 

compared since these do not change for particular cutting conditions and depends upon chip 

shape and workpiece properties. Although in actual experiment for high cutting distances 

force values may increase slightly as the tool tip wear out.   

The Bar charts shown in the Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 shows that the FEA model demonstrated for 

the validation of tool wear predicts acceptable results ( <30 % deviation) and further can be 

used for the Elliptical cutting model for tool wear prediction. This deviation in the simulated 

and literature value may occur due to various assumptions that FEA model of tool wear has 

used. 
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Fig. 3.11 Forces Simulated while cutting 1045 steel 

The Fig. 3.11 and B.1 show the variation of cutting forces generated during cutting process. 

Although the values in the literature values increases with time due to tool wear increases the 

cutting forces. In the FEA values since the tool maintains its sharpness the cutting forces 

remains constant through a particular simulation after full chip is formed. 
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Chapter 4 

Numerical modeling and validation of tool wear in 

elliptical cutting 

4.1 Introduction 

It was discussed in the literature survey that diamond tool undergoes chemical wear while 

cutting the ferrous materials, the same phenomena was proved with FEA model in chapter 3 

for conventional cutting process. Literature proposed many methods to reduce the diamond 

tool wear for cutting of ferrous materials. Modulated Machining is one of the most suitable 

methods for reducing the tool wear without compromising the surface finish of the work 

piece. The FEA modeling and simulation validation with literature data of the Modulated 

machining for the cutting of ferrous material (steel) was performed. As the modulated 

machining contains many controlling parameters apart from feed, depth of cut and cutting 

velocity, the process becomes complex in nature. The impact of various cutting parameters 

like cutting frequency, modulation amplitude, High speed ratio, contact time etc. also needs 

to be studied on the tool wear. The Cross validating of the FEA model of tool wear in case of 

elliptical cutting with literature results was conducted. 

4.2 FEA model of elliptical cutting 

For elliptical motion, tool was given displacement condition with desired cutting frequency 

and amplitude in X and Y both directions to generate desired elliptical tool path. Workpiece 

was given velocity condition to simulate the cutting velocity given in the actual experiment. 

To give an overall idea of the elliptical cutting process and variation in the tool tip 

temperature and cutting forces, elliptical cutting process for DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 10 

KHz, ellipse amplitude: 11×2 micron ( half major axis× half minor axis),              is 

shown. Here in the Fig. 4.1 (a) to (d) shows various steps with tool tip temperature in cutting 

process. 

a) The tool comes into contact with workpiece the temperature raises in the primary 

shear zone due to high strain. 
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(a) 

   

(b)  

  

(c) 

    

(d) 

Fig. 4.1 Steps of Elliptical cutting of AISI 1045 with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 

2 micron, frequency: 10 KHz, ellipse amplitude: 11×2 micron from (a) to (d) 
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b) The tool following the elliptical path and cutting the workpiece, the temperature of the 

workpiece and tool increases due transferred heat to tool. 

c) The tool got separated from the workpiece and tool temperature drops due to 

convection to surroundings.  

d) The tool starts new cycle and cycle back to step (a) and the process continues. 

4.3 Cutting and thrust force variation 

The variation of the cutting and thrust force produced during cutting is shown in the Fig. 4.2. 

Since the uncut chip geometry and material strength remains same for the whole process the 

cutting forces produced also repeats there pattern. The maximum values of the cutting and 

thrust forces do not change with time for a particular process. The thrust force in the process 

takes negative values. That means the tool tries to push up the workpiece and the thrust force 

value changes to opposite direction.  

      

Fig. 4.2 Variation in the Cutting and thrust forces during elliptical cutting, material AISI 

1045 with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 10 KHz, ellipse 

amplitude: 11×2 micron 

The direction reversal of the thrust force during elliptical cutting is caused by the change in 

the direction of kinetic friction force between chip and the tool‟s rake face. When the velocity 

of the tool in the Y direction becomes more than the chip velocity in Y direction, the friction 

reversal takes place. (As shown in the Fig. 4.3) This friction force tries to resist the tool 

motion in +Y direction which cause the thrust force reversal. This phenomenon happens due 

to the reversal of the direction of the chip velocity with respect to the rake face of tool. The 
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same phenomena is reported in the previous work of elliptical cutting simulations proposed 

by B M lane [26] and Shamato[45]. This phenomenon is further explained using following 

mathematical expression. 

 

Fig. 4. 3 Schematic showing friction reversal  

The time (  ) at which this friction reversal takes place can obtained by following equation, 

                                                                                  (4.1)  

According to the continuity equation for conventional cutting,                    , 

which can be further written as, 

                                                  )                (4.2) 

Where, φ is the shear angle at time   ) ,         and         is the velocity component in Y 

direction for tool and chip respectively. For further explanation of this phenomenon one 

example is taken with cutting conditions: f=10 KHz, a=55 microns, b=20 microns, 

vwkpc=0.1m/s and   = 40   (shear angle varies in elliptical cutting but can be taken constant at 

a particular instant). 

Based on these equations, velocity of chip and tool along Y-directions are shown in Fig.4.4 
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Fig. 4. 4 Variation of tool and chip velocity in Y direction  

 The FEA simulation also shows, Fig. 4.5, time of the reversal of friction which is matching 

with Fig..4.4.  

                    
Fig. 4. 5 Simulation results of Thrust force variation during elliptical cutting  

 

4.4 Cutting and thrust force variation during steady state 

As one can see from the above Fig. 4.2 the values of the peak forces do not changes with time 

for elliptical cutting process although temperature values takes some time to reach steady 

state value. The steady state value of the cutting force is shown in the Fig. 4.6. As far as tool 

remains in contact with chip tool senses cutting force after that there are zero forces on the 

tool. 
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Fig. 4.6 Steady state variation in the Cutting and thrust forces during elliptical cutting, 

material AISI 1045 with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 10 KHz, 

ellipse amplitude: 11×2 micron 

4.5 Tool tip temperature variation 

Tool takes some time to reach steady state, under this state the heat coming from the chip and 

friction becomes equal to heat transferred to surroundings. The variation of the tool tip 

temperature with respect to time is shown in the Fig. 4.7. 

                                         

Fig. 4.7 Variation in the Tool tip temperature during elliptical cutting, material AISI 1045 

with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 10 KHz, ellipse amplitude: 

11×2 micron 

4.6 Steady state tool tip temperature variation 

In steady state peak and lowest temperature does not changes with new cutting cycle. The 
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increase at the tool tip, reaches maximum near the maximum uncut chip thickness zone and it 

comes down to residual value of temperature. The residual temperature/ non-contact time 

temperature remains almost constant. 

 

Fig. 4.8 Steady state cycle of the Tool tip temperature during elliptical cutting, material 

AISI 1045 with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 10 KHz, 

ellipse amplitude: 11×2 micron 

Since the final steady state temperature and forces during cutting process are needed for the 

literature validation and understanding purpose, so form here onwards only steady state cycle 

data will be discussed in the chapter.  

4.7 Literature validation 

Validation of the FEA model of the elliptical cutting process can be done by simulating 

experimental results of elliptical cutting process using the experimental results taken from the 

literature [26]. The cutting conditions of the elliptical cutting used by the 2D elliptical cutting 

models are same as that used in the literature. The boundary conditions are taken as per 

cutting conditions in the simulations to give the near most results.  

To validate the Arrhenius wear model for elliptical cutting tool wear predicted by simulation 

was compared with literature experimental values. Two values tool wear with cutting forces 

were compared with simulated values in cutting setup 1 and 2. The cutting conditions for 

experiment and simulation were kept similar.  
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4.7.1 Simulation cutting setup 1 

The first cutting setup simulated with 1 KHz cutting frequency,       = 2mm/s  and a: 

11micons and b: 2 microns .The simulated steady state cutting force and thrust force values 

are shown in the Fig. 4.9.The literature experimental result is shown in the Fig. B.2 in 

Appendix B. The two values are in well agreement with each other.  

 

Fig. 4.9 Steady state variation in the Cutting and thrust forces during elliptical cutting, 

material AISI 1045 with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 1 

KHz, ellipse amplitude: 11×2 micron 

The simulated steady state temperature tool tip profile is shown in the Fig. 4.10. Since the 

cutting speed is very low the tool tip temperature is also very low the particular simulation. 

Average temperature for contact time and whole cycle along with the conventional cutting 

temperature is compared in the Fig. 4.11. One can observe that the conventional cutting 

temperature is higher than the average temperature for the cycle. Till contact tool tip 

temperature is higher in elliptical cutting but during non-contact period the tool cools down 

and the overall cycle temperature reduces 
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Fig. 4.10 Steady state cycle of the Tool tip temperature during elliptical cutting, material 

AISI 1045 with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 1 KHz, ellipse 

amplitude: 11×2 micron 

. The values of tip temperature alone cannot represent the tool wear amount. The tool wear is 

calculated by evaluating the area under the curve given by equation A.7 from Appendix A, 

which is measured over the contact time period. So the Fig. 4.11 just shows the variation of 

the tool tip temperature over different time periods not of the tool wear. The Modulated 

average temperature over contact time is shown in the red color and can only be measured up 

to contact between tool and workpiece. 

 

Fig. 4.11 Steady state cycle of the Tool tip temperature during elliptical cutting, material 

AISI 1045 with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 1 KHz, ellipse 

amplitude: 11×2 micron 
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A comparison of simulated tool wear rate and tool wear with the experiment values is shown 

in the Fig. 4.12. In bar chart (Fig. 4.12) simulated values of wear rate and wear for 5m cutting 

distances are compared with literature values respectively.  

 

Fig. 4.12 Tool tip wear Simulated with Arrhenius model and its comparison with Actual 

measured wear. Cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 1 KHz, ellipse 

amplitude: 11×2 micron 

The blue color bar shows the wear rate and orange color bar shows tool wear amount. The 

values predicted by the simulation shows the deviation within 26 % of the literature values. 

The variation in results may have risen due to various assumptions taken for the FEA analysis 

4.7.2 Simulation cutting setup 2 

The second cutting setup simulated with 2 KHz cutting frequency,      = 4mm/s  and a: 

11micons and b: 2 microns. The variation of the cutting and thrust force observed is shown in 

the Fig. 4.13.The thrust force takes a dip as negative value due friction force reversal. The 

maximum value of the cutting force did not changed much with respect to the 1KHz 

condition as the cutting forces majorly depends upon the uncut chip geometry.  
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Fig. 4.13 Steady state variation in the Cutting and thrust forces during elliptical cutting, 

material AISI 1045 with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 2 KHz, 

ellipse amplitude: 11×2 micron 

The literature experimental values of the cutting force measured from the cutting are shown 

in the Fig. B.3 in Appendix B. The peak value of the cutting force is around 1 N which as 

predicted by the FEA model. Since the experimental setup for force possesses limitations of 

data points measured par second, the resolution of the forces measured is also gets limited by 

this.  

The steady state tool tip temperature generated during cutting at 2 KHz is shown in the Fig. 

4.14. The peak temperature is increased due to high cutting velocities compared to 1 KHz 

cutting model. The comparison of the different cutting temperatures for single cutting cycle is 

shown in the Fig. 4.15.The average value of modulated temperature for a cycle is lower than 

the average temperature in the conventional cutting which supports the claims from the 

literature. On the other hand the peak temperature and average temperature up to contact in 

higher in elliptical cutting process. 

The tool wear calculated with the help of equation A.9 from Appendix A and experimentally 

measured values are shown in the Fig. 4.16. The predicted tool wear and wear rate are in 

agreement (< 21% deviation) with the literature values but some deviation may be seen form 

results due to the assumptions made during the FEA modeling. 
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Fig. 4.14 Steady state cycle of the Tool tip temperature during elliptical cutting, material 

AISI 1045 with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 2 KHz, ellipse 

amplitude: 11×2 micron 

         

Fig. 4.15 Steady state cycle of the Tool tip temperature during elliptical cutting, material 

AISI 1045 with SCD tool, cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 2 KHz, ellipse 

amplitude: 11×2 micron 
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Fig. 4.16 Tool tip wear simulated with Arrhenius model and its comparison with literature 

wear. Cutting parameters: DOC: 2 micron, frequency: 2 KHz, ellipse amplitude: 11×2 

micron 

The tool wear reported by literature predicts lower and higher tool wear for 1 KHz and 2 KHz 

cutting frequencies as compared to simulation results as shown in the Fig. 4.12 and 4.16 

respectively. This variation can be explained with the help of other sources of tool wear, 

acting in experimental conditions and was not incorporated in this simulation model. 

Diffusion and Impact wear in the cutting process also plays minor role in tool wear and can 

cause deviation from the simulation results. The main factors influencing these wear are 

i. Diffusion wear: Temperature acts as main parameter for affecting wear rate. 

ii. Impact wear (tool tip breakage): Sudden jerks on the tool tip affect this wear rate. 

Diffusion of carbon atoms into freshly generated steel surface is a temperature dependent 

phenomenon [8]. In the presence of high cutting stresses at the tool tip with temperature 

increase the carbon atoms disassociate from the tool surface and diffuses into the interstitial 

sites of iron lattice at elevated temperature (as the workpiece temperature is much higher than 

the tool tip). The temperature at tool tip and workpiece for 2 KHz cutting frequency is higher, 

which can cause more tool wear. So the experimental results shows relatively higher tool 

wears for 2 KHz cutting frequency. Along with this, Impact wear can cause the breakage of 

tool tip of the hundreds of nanometres order along the cutting edge due to sudden jerk created 
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at the time of tool and workpiece contact. Higher the contact velocity higher the chances and 

degree of the impact wear. Those two factors combined may cause variation between 

experimental and simulation values which leads to higher experimental wear than the 

predicted simulation wear. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 5 

Optimization of elliptical cutting process 

5.1 Introduction 

The literature survey and chapter 4 shows that the tool wear during elliptical cutting depends 

upon variouaus cutting parameters. Elliptical cutting contains a large number of machining 

parameters which further complicates there effect on the tool wear. To better understand the 

effect of different cutting parameter like cutting frequency, workpiece speed, HSR, ellipse 

amplitudes, contact time, tool tip velocity etc. on the tool wear this chapter contains a series 

of FEA simulations while changing the important cutting parameters. Contact time during 

elliptical cutting process affect tool wear since it governs the extent of the chemical tool wear 

reaction or graphitization. To better understand this effect the variation of tool wear with 

contact time is shown during different cutting parameters.  Cutting forces generated during 

machining process depends upon process parameters and amount of tool wear at tool tip. This 

tool wear may occur at flank or rake face of the tool. The cutting forces on the tool depends 

upon the tool wear and changes with amount of tool wear. Although for this study the effect 

on the tool wear on the cutting forces is out of scope but these outcomes may work as 

reference for the future study purpose.  

5.2 Simulation setup 

Simulation time for attaining steady state in elliptical cutting process becomes very high for 

smaller depth of cuts like 1 or 2 microns due to smaller elements size. To increase the number 

of simulations for elliptical cutting process with available computation power the simulation 

mode size was increased to 10 times. The bigger model takes lesser simulation time for a 

single simulation so more number of FEA simulations could be conducted for better 

understanding of the process. The results produced by bigger model will follow the same 

temperature and force trend but the values will be higher. The depth of cut for all simulations 

was kept constant. The value of the Arrhenius equation coefficients for the simulations were 

taken as Ea=29.3 KJ/mol and A=329μm
2
/s and kept same for all simulations. To see the effect 

of contact time on the tool wear in better way the simulations were done by changing a few 

parameters while keeping others constant at a time. The simulations were done by changing  
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the frequency, amplitude, HSR and amplitude & frequency while keeping other parameters 

constant each time. Further, values of the tool tip temperature and cutting forces were 

analyzed with respect to contact time in absolute and relative wear terms. Absolute terms 

represent to true function of EVAM, and relative terms are more appropriate for modeling 

purposes. 

 5.3 Frequency variation 

The frequency of elliptical cutting was changed while keeping the up feed per cycle (upfc) 

constant.  In this way sliding distance and chip area removed in each cycle is equal and do 

not changes with frequency change.  

Table 5.1 Cutting conditions for frequency variation 

EVAM frequency 4, 10, 20, 40,60, 80 KHz  

Ellipse shape 55×20 microns 

Depth of cut 40 microns 

Work piece velocity  0.04, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 m/s 

Tool Material  Single crystal diamond 

Work piece material 1045 steel  

5.3.1 Results 

The variation of the cutting forces during cutting with process parameters as per Table 1 as 

shown in Fig. 5.1. Cutting force and Thrust force both of the forces are shown in the 

variation. Since the uncut chip shape for each of these simulations is the same and the only 

parameter that varies is velocity, the tool forces in the EVAM simulations vary little with 

frequency. 
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(a) f-4KHz                              (b) f-10KHz 

(c) f-20KHz                          (d) f-40KHz 

         
(e) f-60KHz                          (f) f-80KHz 

Fig. 5.1 Variation in Cutting and thrust force from (a) to (f) with various frequencies, 

Tool: SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel 

The variation in the tool tip temperature during cutting process with cutting conditions as par 

table 5.1 is shown the Fig. 5.2.  
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(a) f-4KHz      (b) f-10KHz 

(c) f-20KHz                            (d) f-40KHz 

(e) f-60KHz                                                             (f) f-80KHz 

Fig. 5.2 Variation in Tool tip temperature from (a) to (f) with various Frequencies, Tool: 

SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel 

Since the tool tip temperature depends upon on the tool‟s cutting velocity so its value 

increases with increase in tool tip velocity. As the linear frequency of the cutting is increased 

the tool tip velocity increases and cooling time reduces, both of the factors increases the tool 

tip temperature. The Fig. 5.2 also shows the average temperature for the modulated cycle. 
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Average temperature can be used to compare the heat transferred to the tool tip which is 

responsible to chemical tool wear. 

Fig. 5.3 shows the tool wear per unit machining distance as the linear frequency increase. 

Form the graph it is clear that as the frequency increases the tool wear reduces in terms of 

machining distance. This shows that the tool can cut for longer distances for the same amount 

of wear as the frequency is increased while keeping chip geometry unchanged.  

                                   

Fig. 5.3 Wear rate for increase in linear frequency of elliptical cutting Tool: SCD and Work 

piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.1 

Table 5.2 shows the value of the Contact time for various linear frequencies while keeping 

the cutting parameters as Table 5.1.Contact time between tool tip and chip can be evaluated 

with the equation shown in Appendix A.  

Table 5.2 Linear frequency and their corresponding contact times 

Linear frequency  Contact time (ms) 

4 KHz 6.6E-02 

10 KHz 2.64E-02 
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Form the Table 5.2; it is clear that the contact time reduces as the cutting frequency increases 

while keeping ellipse amplitude constant. The variation of the tool tip temperature with 

contact time is shown in the Fig. 5.4; it is evident form the graph that the tool wear reduces 

with reduction in the contact time, although the average tool tip temperature increases. It 

shows that there exist two significant factors for chemical tool wear (graphitization 

reactions): 

i. Tool tip temperature  

ii. Contact time  

Since the contact time plays an important role in the chemical wear reaction, the wear reduces 

with reduction in the contact time. In the frequency variation simulation tool temperature 

increases with increase in frequency on the other hand contact time reduces simultaneously. 

The increase in temperature increases the wear rate and reduction in contact time reduces 

wear rate with increase in frequency. So two significant factors acts in opposite manner and 

their relative dominance defines the minimum value in the wear rate. It can also be seen from 

the graph that before minima reduction in contact time is dominant (since wear rate is 

reducing), while after tool tip temperature becomes dominant (Since wear rate is increasing). 

Fig. 5.5 shows the variation of the wear with unit sliding distance, which helps to understand 

the intrinsic behavior of the wear. This shows that the tool wear increases with increase in the 

contact time i.e. higher the contact time higher the time for chemical wear process. 

                             

Fig. 5.4 Wear rate corresponding to various contact time (reducing) of elliptical cutting Tool: 

SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.1 
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Although there exists a point before which this effect may get reversed but this occurs at 

relatively very high cutting frequency i.e. around 60 KHz to 80 KHz [47]. So during major 

practical portion of cutting frequencies, increase in contact time also increases the wear. 

                  

Fig. 5.5 Wear rate (relative parameters) corresponding to various contact time of elliptical 

cutting Tool: SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.1 

The wear rate (relative parameters) decreases with increase in contact time for high 

frequency/lower contact time values but after a minima point, it increases with increase in 

contact time. The point of minima appears at very high linear frequencies or when the contact 

time is lesser.  

5.4 HSR variation 

High speed ratio is an important cutting parameter in elliptical cutting, since horizontal speed 

ratio (HSR) relates the peak EVAM ellipse speed to the work piece velocity. As the HSR 

varies, the area of chip removed and contact time also varies, which in turn control the wear 

rate.  

The Table 5.4 shows the HSR and contact time corresponding to the different work piece 

cutting velocities. 
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Table 5.3 HSR variation parameters 

EVAM frequency 10 KHz 

Ellipse shape 55×20 microns 

Depth of cut 40 microns 

Work piece velocity  0.1, 0.2, 0.6, 1.0 m/s 

Tool Material  Single crystal diamond 

Work piece material 1045 steel  

As the workpiece velocity increases HSR also increases since the maximum absolute tool tip 

velocity is kept constant. 

Table 5.4 HSR and Contact time for various work piece velocities 

Work piece velocity 

(      m/s) 

HSR Contact time (ms) 

0.1 0.028129 2.64E-02 

0.2 0.054718 2.77E-02 

0.6 0.147962 3.27E-02 

1.0 0.224462 3.75E-02 

5.4.1 Results 

Fig. 5.6 shows the variation of the cutting forces with change in the workpiece velocity or 

HSR. The cutting forces increases with increase in the workpiece cutting velocity as the 

uncut chip area also increases with it, higher the resistance from the material higher the 

cutting forces in the tool. 
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(a) f-10KHz, v-0.1m/s                           (b) f-10KHz, v-0.2m/s 

(c) f-10KHz, v- 0.6m/s                      (d) f-10KHz, v-1m/s  

Fig. 5.6 Variation in Cutting and thrust force from (a) to (d) with various HSR, Tool: 

SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.3 

Fig. 5.7 shows the tool tip temperature variation with variation in the workpiece velocity or 

HSR. The tool tip temperature increases with increases in the workpiece velocity due to more 

uncut chip area. 

The relative wear rate increases with increase in the HSR, so as the workpiece velocity 

increases the tool wear at faster rate as shown in the Fig. 5.8.  
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(a) f-10KHz, v-0.1m/s                               (b) f-10KHz, v-0.2m/s 

(c) f-10KHz, v-0.6m/s                           (d) f-10KHz, v-1m/s 

Fig. 5.7 Variation in Tool tip temperature from (a) to (d) with various HSR, Tool: SCD 

and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.3 

Fig. 5.9 shows that the relative tool wear rate increases with increases in the contact time 

similar to the previous observations. The contact time corresponding to each HSR value is 

shown in the Table 5.4. Fig. 5.10 shows the wear per unit machining distance variation for 

the contact time variation corresponding to HSR variation. Wear per unit machining distance 

reduces with increase in the contact time due to spread of the tool wear over longer cutting 

distances 

Spreading of the tool wear occurs due increase in the workpiece velocity spreads the same 

amount of tool wear over longer machining distances. 
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Fig. 5.8 Wear rate for increase in HSR of elliptical cutting Tool: SCD and Work piece 

material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.3 

                                     

Fig. 5.9 Wear rate (relative parameters) corresponding to various contact time of elliptical 

cutting Tool: SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.3 

The result form Fig. 5.9 shows tool wear rate when the tool is in contact with the work piece 

while the Fig. 5.10 shows the total machined distance by the tool over the work piece. The 

amount of wear produced in a single slide (cycle) can be distributed over different machined 

distances and it depends upon size, shape, frequency and work piece velocity. 
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Fig. 5.10 Wear rate corresponding to various contact time of elliptical cutting Tool: SCD and 

Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.3 

Some observations worth notice are as follows: 

i. Wear rate (relative parameters) increases with increase in contact time. 

ii. Although wear per unit machining distance decreases with increase in contact time 

due to higher increase in the rup, than the wear rate ( wear/sliding distance). 

5.5 Amplitude variation 

 The effect of amplitude ratio (a/b) on the wear rate can be observed by comparing the wear 

rate for horizontal, circular and vertical ellipse. This will also show which ellipse shape is 

better for elliptical cutting. 

Table 5.5 Cutting conditions for amplitude variation 

EVAM frequency 20 KHz 

Ellipse shape 56.6×11.3, 25 × 25, 11.3×56.6 microns 

Ellipse aspect ratio 5.01, 1.00, 0.02 

Depth of cut 40 microns 

Work piece velocity  0.237, 0.07, 0.02m/s 

Tool Material  Single crystal diamond 

Work piece material 1045 steel  
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The ellipse shape is based upon „a‟ and „b‟ amplitudes values. The Horizontal, vertical and 

circular ellipse and there amplitudes are shown in the table 5.6 

Table 5.6 Contact time for amplitude variation 

Conditions (a µm× b µm) Elliptic path Contact time (ms) 

56.6×11.3 Horizontal  1.33E-02 

25.3× 25.3 Circular  1.3E-02 

 11.3×56.6 Vertical  1.28E-02 

5.5.1 Results 

The variation of the cutting forces with horizontal, circular and vertical elliptic tool tip path is 

shown in the Fig. 5.11. The horizontal elliptic path produces highest cutting forces due to 

larger uncut chip area.  

             

(a) 25 µm ×25µm                                                  (b) 55 µm ×11 µm  

                                                                      

(c) 11.3µm×56.6µm  

Fig. 5.11 Variation in Cutting and thrust force from (a) to (c) with various ellipse aspect 

ratios, Tool: SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.5 
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The Fig. 5.12 shows the variation of the cutting temperature with different elliptic tool paths.  

(a) 25 µm ×25µm                                                  (b) 55 µm ×11 µm  

                                                                 

(c) 11.3µm×56.6µm  

Fig. 5.12 Variation in Tool tip temperature from (a) to (c) with Ellipse aspect ratios, Tool: 

SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.5 

The horizontal elliptic tool path generates higher tool tip temperature and cutting forces but 

due to wear got spread longer distances the wear per unit machining distance turns out to be 

lower for horizontal ellipse as shown in the Fig. 5.13.  
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Fig. 5.13 Wear rate corresponding to Ellipse shape Tool: SCD and Work piece material: 1045 

steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.5 

The horizontal elliptic path causes higher tool wear in the tool due higher contact time and 

temperature over the unit sliding distance. The minimum tool wear is caused by the vertical 

elliptic tool paths as shown in the Fig. 5.14. 

                               

Fig. 5.14 Wear rate (relative parameters) corresponding to Ellipse shape Tool: SCD and 

Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.5 

Corresponding contact time for amplitude change is shown in the Fig. 5.15.The relative wear 

increases with increases in the contact time.  
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Fig. 5.15 Wear rate (relative parameters) corresponding to varying contact time Tool: SCD 

and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.5 

Some points worth notice are as following: 

i. With increase in contact time wear/sliding distance increases. 

ii. Horizontal ellipse gives lower tool wear for a particular machining distance. Although 

the wear/sliding distance is more in horizontal ellipse. This is due to “spreading of 

wear” for longer machining distance. 

5.6 Amplitude and frequency variation 

Frequency was increased by factor of two, while horizontal amplitude was decreased by a factor 

of two to result in the simulation parameters in Table 5.7. Work piece velocity is kept constant for 

each simulation. 

Table 5.7 Cutting conditions for Amplitude and frequency variation 

EVAM frequency 10, 20, 40 KHz 

Ellipse shape 110×20, 55 × 20, 22.5×20 microns 

Depth of cut 40 microns 

Work piece velocity  0.2m/s 

Tool Material Single crystal diamond 

Work piece material 1045 steel  
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Table 5.8 Contact time for frequency and amplitude variation 

Conditions (f KHz, a µm ×b µm)  Contact time (ms) 

Case I- 10KHz, 110×20 2.64E-02 

Case II- 20KHz, 55×20 1.32E-02 

Case III- 40KHz, 22.5×20 6.68E-03 

5.6.1 Results 

Forces were higher for the low frequency, large amplitude simulation due to the larger 2D uncut 

chip area and thickness as shown in the Fig. 5.16. 

       

(a) f-20KHz, 55 µm ×20µm                  (b) f-40KHz-22.5 µm ×20 µm  

                                                                       

(c) f-10KHz, 110 µm ×20 µm 

Fig. 5.16 Variation in Cutting and thrust force from (a) to (c) with Frequency and 

amplitude, Tool: SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 6 

The Fig. 5.17 shows that the higher frequency cut generates higher tool tip temperature due to 

higher strain rate.  
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(a) f-20KHz, 55 µm ×20µm                  (b) f-40KHz-22.5 µm ×20 µm  

                                                      

(c) f-10KHz, 110 µm ×20 µm 

Fig. 5.17 Variation in Tool tip temperature from (a) to (c) with Frequency and amplitude, 

Tool: SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.7 

The variations in the tool wear with respect to change in frequency and amplitude 

simultaneously is shown in the Fig. 5.18. The overall effect of these two parameters depends 

upon the combination of the cutting frequency and amplitude values.  

The variation in the wear/sliding distances with corresponding contact time for table 5.7 

cutting conditions are shown in the Fig. 5.19. As the contact time increases the 

wear/machining distance value also increases. 
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Fig. 5.18 Wear rate (relative parameters) corresponding to varying frequency and amplitude, 

Tool: SCD and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.7 

                                    

Fig. 5.19 Wear rate corresponding to varying contact time Tool: SCD and Work piece 

material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.7 

Fig. 5.20 shows that the relative wear increases with increase in the contact time.  

Some points worth notice are as following: 

i. With increase in contact time wear/sliding distance increases. 

ii. Combined effect of frequency and amplitude decides overall impact on the tool wear 

rate. 
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Fig. 5.20 Wear rate (relative parameters) corresponding to varying contact time Tool: SCD 

and Work piece material: 1045 steel, Cutting conditions: Table 5.7 

The varying uncut chip shapes and chip thicknesses do not allow a simple comparison to the 

Arrhenius wear model. The simulations sets with varying frequency, HSR, ellipse shape, and 

combined frequency and amplitude  help to understand the trends that can optimize ECM in 

terms of reducing wear. Relative tool wear rate helps to better understand the effect of contact 

time between tool and work piece compare to absolute wear rate (gives wear over machined 

distance of work piece). It is an important observation that the relative tool wear in the 

simulations shows a similar trend with contact time. As the contact time of tool tip with work 

piece increases the relative tool wear rate also increases. Although absolute wear rate may 

increase or decrease depending upon the up- feed ratio. As the contact time increases tool 

wear also increases (shown by relative tool wear) but the spreading of tool wear over 

machining distance (shown by absolute wear) may increase or decrease depending upon the 

up feed ratio. In the variation with frequency simulation one can also observe a minimum 

value of tool wear corresponding to a contact time. Contact time and cutting velocity play an 

important role in chemical wear along with tool tip temperature. The simulation set that 

varied frequency maintained constant uncut chip shapes simplify the process and shows the 

effect of contact time on the tool wear in clearer way. The simulations conducted in this 

chapter provide insights which are useful for better understanding of diamond tool wear 

during elliptical cutting process. 

The simulations for cutting forces variations show that cutting forces mostly depends on the 

shape and area of the uncut chip (in 2D profile). As the chip area depends upon the upfc and 
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DoC of the uncut chip. In all the simulations it is seen that the cutting forces increases with 

increase in upfc since tool has to remove more material. The change in cutting velocity has 

little or no effect on the peak cutting forces as shown in Fig. 5.1. Preferably, in the condition 

of frequency changing, the peak cutting forces do not change with time given no tool wear 

conditions. Since the cutting forces also depend on the tool tip geometry, these forces will 

change with the amount of tool wear at flank or rake face [48]. So these cutting conditions 

along with a force measuring system can be used to predict diamond tool wear with respect to 

tool wear during elliptical cutting.  

 



 

 

Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future work 

6.1 Conclusion 

In this study numerical investigation on the 2D Modulated cutting machining/elliptical 

cutting was conducted. The FEA model for the chemical tool wears i.e. Arrhenius tool wear 

model was used to model the single crystal diamond tool wear while cutting ferrous metal i.e. 

AISI 1045. In the elliptical cutting process the contact time between tool and freshly formed 

surface after machining plays an important role in tool wear and can be used for tool wear 

minimization. FEA simulations were done while changing the elliptical cutting parameters in 

defined manner. Some conclusion worth noticeable are mentioned below: 

1. A numerical diamond tool wear model via finite element analysis was generated to 

imitate the SCD tool wear in conventional cutting process. Later the model was 

modified to predict the diamond tool wear in case of elliptical cutting processes.  

2. Diamond tool wear process during cutting of ferrous materials followed the Arrhenius 

tool wear equation. This point support the claim that SCD tool wear while cutting 

ferrous materials is dominantly chemical in nature and can be predicted with proper 

wear constants. 

3. The value of average tool tip temperature for a cycle in elliptical cutting process is 

less as compared to conventional cutting process due to cooling effect in non-contact 

period and reduced chip thickness. 

4. Horizontal ellipse showed less wear/ machining distance compared to vertical and 

circular path although wear/sliding distances were high. This shows horizontal ellipse 

spreads the tool wear over more cutting distances. 
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5. Contact time plays an important role in chemical wear process along with tool tip 

temperature and the statement can be backed by the results showed in chapter 5. 

Results shows that as the contact time in elliptical cutting process increase the tool 

wear rate (relative tool wear) also increases for the major practical frequency range.  

6. In the elliptical cutting process with frequency increase, there exist minima for tool 

wear as the contact time reduces while keeping the uncut chip shape and other 

parameters constant. 

6.2 Future work 

1. FEA analysis conducted by the researchers generally neglects the effect of the 

continuous deterioration of tool tip sharpness as it does in actual experiments. Thus to 

ensure better results a FEA model with tool tip wear feedback values can be 

established. 

2. A practical method for actual temperature measurement can be established for 

concrete understanding of tool tip temperature variation in elliptical cutting process. 

3. One generalized model for diamond tool wear can be generated including other wear 

mechanism like diffusion, oxidation and there weightage in the diamond tool wear 

along with graphitization wear.  

4. The cutting forces on the tool wear changes with amount of tool wear and can be used 

to create a real time system for tool wear tracking.  
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Appendix A 

i. EVAM Nomenclature and Tool wear calculations 

a, b are ellipse horizontal and vertical amplitude, respectfully (1/2 of major and minor axis of 

the ellipse), DoC is Depth of cut, distance from part surface to lowest point of ellipse, vwp     is 

workpiece velocity with respect to ellipse centre, ω is EVAM frequency in radians per 

second, f is EVAM frequency in cycles per second.  

Ufpc is up-feed per cycle, the distance the centre of the ellipse travels in one EVAM cycle.  

     
     

 
                      (A.1) 

HSR is horizontal speed ratio, ratio of the workpiece velocity to the maximum tangential 

velocity of the ellipse. 

    
     

  
                         (A.2) 

αmin is minimum tool clearance angle, ds is sliding distance per cycle, calculated by section of 

tool trajectory which the tool is in contact with workpiece, rup is sliding distance per upfeed 

ratio, ratio of ds to ufpc which can be multiplied by total cut distance to total sliding distance, 

Chip area is always equivalent to upfc×DoC 

Critical time points are, T: EVAM cycle period, t0: start of cycle, t1: tool enters the workpiece 

on the first cycle, t2: tool enters the workpiece on the second cycle, t3: tool reaches the 

workpiece surface or end of cycle. All these time points are shown in the Fig. A.1.  

 

Fig. A.1 Elliptical cutting process and critical time points in part coordinate system 
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The numerical solution gives the time point equation as follows: 
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Contact time:       )    

    is the ratio of sliding distance to upfeed per cycle, when multiplied by to total cutting 

distance, gives the total distance over which the tool is in contact with the workpiece: 
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The average wear rate is determined by integrating the instantaneous wear rate for one steady 

state vibration cycle only over the contact time, but dividing this value by the total cycle 

period: 
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Wear per machining distance is calculated using the following: 
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Where „Mach‟ shows tool wear over Machining distance and „Avg.‟ shows average wear 

value.  

ii. Absolute and relative parameters 

EVAM wear results may be compared to the conventional machining results using absolute 

(vwkpc, machining distance, and depth of cut) or relative (vrel, sliding distance, and max uncut 

chip thickness) terms. While absolute terms represent to true function of EVAM in making a 

part, relative terms are more appropriate for modeling purposes [26]. Two parameters relate 

relative to absolute terms: horizontal speed ratio (HSR = vwkpc/aω) relates absolute to relative 
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velocities, and sliding distance per upfeed ratio (rup) can be multiplied by total machining 

distance to determine the total contact or rubbing distance between the tool and workpiece. 

 

Fig. A.2 Absolute and relative cutting parameters in elliptical cutting process  

 

Wear per sliding distance is determined by dividing (dW/ds)mach in Equation (7) by sliding 

distance per upfeed ratio: 
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The equation 7 can be further described as: 
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Appendix B 

i. Literature Cutting forces obtained from experiments 

                                                                             

Fig. B.1 Forces Literature Values for Conventional cutting [48] 

 

Fig. B.2 Cutting and thrust forces in experimental setup for cutting parameters: DOC: 2 

micron, frequency: 1 KHz, ellipse amplitude: 11×2 micron [26] 

 

Fig. B.3 Cutting and thrust forces in experimental setup for cutting parameters: DOC: 2 

micron, frequency: 2 KHz, ellipse amplitude: 11×2 micron [26] 
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